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Abstract

Many tree–structured computations are inherently par-

allel. As leaf processes are recursively spawned they can

be assigned to independent processors in a multicom-

puter network. To maintain load balance, an on–line

mapping algorithm must distribute processes equitably

among processors. Additionally, the algorithm itself

must be distributed in nature, and process allocation

must be completed via message–passing with mininnal

communication overhead.

This paper investigates bounds on the performance

of deterministic and randomized algorithms for on–line

tree embedding. In particular, we study tradeoffs be-

tween performance (load–balance) and communication

overhead (message congest ion). We give a simple tech-

nique to derive lower bounds on the congestion that

any on–line allocation algorithm must incur in order to

guarantee load balance. This technique works for bckh

randomized and deterministic algorithms, although we

find that the performance of randomized on-line algo-

rithms to be somewhat better than that of determinis-

tic algorithms. Optimal bounds are achieved for several

networks including multi–dimensional grids and butter-

flies.

1 Introduction

Tree–structured computations arise naturally in diverse

applications of the divide-and-conquer paradigm; for ex-

ample, IV-body simulations or the evaluation of func-

tional expressions and game–trees. As the computa-

tion evolves, the corresponding tree grows and shrinks.

Each node of the tree can recursively spawn subpm-

cesses, and possibly also communicate with its parent.

The most significant feature of tree computations is that

each node can spawn children independently and, there-

fore, in parallel with other nodes.

How do we exploit this inherent parallelism on a
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multicomputer network containing as few as two or as

many as one hundred thousand processors? For maxi-

mum speedup, the processes must be evenly distributed

in the network. If neither the structure nor the size of

the tree can be predicted at compile time, then a rea-

sonable strategy might be to assign each newly spawned

process to a randomly chosen processor. This gives even

load distribution with high probability. Unfortunately,

it also causes large congestion when many processes are

spawned simultaneously and each travels over a long dis-

tance in the network to its assigned processor. For any

given network, one might reasonably suspect a trade–off

between performance (load distribution) and efficiency

(congestion).

For the boolean hypercube and its derivative net-

works, the butterfly and cube-connected-cycle networks

for example, simple and efficient algorithms have re-

cently been developed [1,3]. These algorithms map pro-

cesses to randomly chosen processors, but the random

choice is confined to processors within a short distance

from the spawning processor. In particular, every AT–

node tree can be dynamically spawned within the P–

node hypercube so that, with high probability, each

processor receives O(1) tree nodes and such that the

maximum congestion in the network is O(1) [3].

In this paper we extend our study of on–line embed-

ding to different multicomputer networks. We derive

lower bounds on the congestion that any on–line, deter-

ministic algorithm must incur in order to guarantee load

balance. The bounds are tight, to within constant fac-

tors, for several networks including multi–dimensional

grids and butterflies. The deterministic lower bound

for butterflies contrasts sharply with previous random-

ized upper bounds [3]. We also adapt the techniques

of [3] to develop a randomized algorithm for grids, and

show that its performance is better than the determin-

istic lower bound. Finally, we give tight lower bounds

on the expected congestion for randomized algorithms.

Our lower bounds are all based on the simpler

problem of allocating tree nodes to two processors. The

existence of small off-line bisectors for trees suggests

that with just two processors only a small amount

of communication should be needed. However, we

show that even in this simple case large communication
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overhead is inevitable for on-line embedding.
The remainder of this abstract is organized as fol-

lows. Section 2 defines the on-line embedding model

and the cost measures studied in this paper. Section 3

presents lower bounds for deterministic algorithms. Sec-

t ion 4 presents randomized algorithms with improved

performance. Section 5 examines lower bounds for ran-

domized algorithms.

2 Models

We model the problem of growing trees on networks as

an on–line embedding problem. Informally, the on–line

tree embedding problem may be described as follows.

We start with the root of a binary tree placed at some

node of a mult icomputer net work. At any instant, each

node with O or 1 child may choose to spawn a new

child. Each newly spawned child must be assigned to a

network node, and a path in the network must be chosen

from the parent node to the child node.

The on-line embedding algorithm is constrained

in that processes cannot migrate. Once embedded, a

tree node cannot subsequently be moved to a different

node in the network. These requirements are critical

for fine-grain multicomputers [4]. Disallowing process

migration is a common policy in practice; migration

can conceivably lead to thrashing and cripple a large

multicomputer network.

Growth sequences Although many tree nodes can

spawn children simultaneously, it will suffice for our

lower bound arguments to assume that the tree grows

one node at a time.

Formally, an instance of the on–line tree embedding

problem is a sequence of directed edges, ei = (wj, r.oi),

1 ~ j < i, in which wi is the ith node spawned and

has parent wj. Node WI is the root. A growth sequence

is a sequence of edges such that, for each k, the set

{ei : i < k} of edges forms a directed tree, with each

node having out degree at most 2.

The restriction to binary trees is arbitrary, any

bounded degree would do, but since the networks we

consider have bounded degree, trees with unbounded

fanout lead, uninterestingly, to poor worst–case perfor-

mance.

Embedrlhgs and their quality An embedding of a

tree T in a network H is a mapping of nodes of T to

vertices of H, together with a mapping from edges of T

to paths in H. The mapping of nodes is not required

to be one-t~one; multiple processes can share the same

processor. An on–line embedding induced by a growth

sequence is a sequence of embedding, in which each

embedding is an extension of the previous one. This

enforces the policy of disallowing process migration.

Two standard measures of the quality of an embed-

ding are dilation and congestion. The dilation of an

embedding is the maximum length path in the network

corresponding to an edge of T. The congestion of an em-

bedding is the maximum number of edges of T whose

images traverse any edge in H.

An embedding of a k-node tree is said to be a-

balanced, a ~ 1, if no more than a [k/Pi tree nodes are

assigned to any of the P nodes of H. The overloading

factor, a, is typically a small constant, independent of

the size P of the network.

An on–line embedding for a growth sequence p is

continuously a–balanced, if for every i, the ith embed-

ding (induced by the first i elements of p) is rebalanced.

On the other hand, if only the final embedding in the

sequence is a–balanced, then we say that the on–line

embedding is terminally a–balanced. Obviously, termi-

nal balance is a weaker requirement than continuous

balance.

For a given embedding of a tree T, an edge e = (u, v)

is said to be a cut edge if the end points u and v of

e are mapped to distinct nodes of H. Each cut edge

corresponds to a child spawned at a remote processor;

the number of cut edges can critically affect congestion.

3 Deterministic Lower Bounds

3.1 The two processor case

Given a deterministic on-line algorithm we show

how to construct an N-node tree for which the algorithm

either requires @(N) cut edges or fails to achieve

terminal balance. On–line allocation for two processors

is equivalent to coloring each tree node either black or

white. Without loss of generality, suppose that the root

is colored black. The adversarial tree construction works

in phases: in the first phase, we spawn two children

from every black node. This phase ends when all the

leaves are white. Phase 2 continues with this strategy,

spawning two children from every white node until all

the leaves are black. The tree is grown in this “layer by

layer” method, producing leaves of alternating colors in

successive phases.

Since the 2-coloring algorithm is deterministic, the

color committed on-line to each newly spawned node

is “’known? i.e., computable by the “adversary” con-

structing the growth sequence. This ensures that the

construction outlined above is well-defined.

The claim that the number of cut edges grows

linearly with the size of tree, under the requirement of

terminal balance, is based on the following observation.

At the end of every phase each leaf is connected to its

parent by a cut edge. Since every internal node haa two

children, more than half the edges of the tree (those
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incident to leaves) are cut edges.

We use the following terminology. A tree node is

in the ith layer if the path from the root to the node

contains i — 1 cut edges. The root is defined to be in

layer 1. Let ni be the number of nodes in the ith layer.

Each node spawned during phase i lies either in layer i

or in layer i + 1.

LlmlklA 3.1. For every deterministic algorithm A,

and a <2, there exists a growth sequence p of length N

(N suficicntly large), such that if the on-line embedding

of p is terminally ~–ba!anced then the number of cut

edges is Q(N).

Proo~ Let a = 2 – 6 and choose c > 0 so that

E < 6/4. Using the adversarial strategy above, grow a

tree with N nodes, N > cr/(2 – 4C – a).

We consider two cases: either the embedding of

p is complete before phase 1 terminates, or else the

embedding is completed during phase k, k >1.

In the first case every white node is a leaf and the

number of cut edges equals the number of white leaves.

In order to maintain terminal balance, there must be at

least N – a [N/21 > ~N white nodes, and consequently

at least eN cut edges.

In the second case let ni be the number of nodes

in the ith layer. We again distinguish between two

subcaaes: either ~~–1 n{ ~ ~N, or ~~–1 ni < eN.

We first observe that every node in layer k – 1 is

an internal node. Together with the fact that every

internal node has two children, we conclude that there

are 1 + ~~-1 ni cut edges, each connecting a node in

layer k – 1 to a node in layer k. Thus, in the first subcaae

the number of cut edges is greater than cN.

In the second subcase nk + nk+l > N(I – ~). From

the terminal balance condition, we also have nk <

a [N/21. These two imply that nk+l > N(l – c) –

a [N/21 > cN.

Since the embedding terminated during phase k,

and before phase k + 1 began, it follows that every node

in layer k + 1 is a leaf that is connected to its parent

by a cut edge. From the preceding argument it again

follows that the number of cut edges is greater than EN.

■

Lemma 3.1 implies that every deterministic on-line,

load-balancing algorithm requires a linear number of cut

edges on some finite sequence. Since the theorem holds

for terminal balance, it holds for continuous balance as

well.

The on-line lower bound contrasts sharply with the

off-line bound. Every length–N growth sequence can be

terminally ~–balanced with just one cut. Less trivially,

we can show that every length–N growth sequence can

be continuously cr-balanced with 0(log2 N) cuts, for

any 1 < a < 2. This is achieved using multi–color

bisectors [2].

Lemma 3.1 can be also used to construct one

infinite sequence such that every continuously–balanced

algorithm is forced, on infinitely many prefixes, to make

linearly many cuts. This infinite sequence is constructed

using a standard diagonalization argument.

Multiple processors

Lemma 3.1 can be extended to a bounded number

of processors. With P colors instead of two, we use a

similar argument to the one above. The only difference

is that each phase grows only one subtree, rooted at a

leaf grown in the previous phase. A phase ends when

all the leaves grown in that phase are colored differently

from the root.

LEMMA 3.2. For every deterministic algorithm A,

P > 2, and a < P, there exists a growth sequence p

of length N (N sufficiently large), such that if the on-

line embedding of p is terminally a-balanced among P

processors then the number of cut edges is Q(N).

Remark. In some computations it is important to

evenly distribute only the leaves. Lemma 3.2 can be

extended to thi~ case as well.

3.2 Congestion and Dilation Bounds

We use Lemma 3.2 to derive lower bounds on

the congestion and dilation of balanced algorithms as

follows. We assume that the tree size, N, is Q(P) where

P is the size of the network. We partition the given

network into B blocks of equal size. We refer to an edge

that connects nodes in different blocks as a cross-link.

An a–balanced embedding of an N node tree aa-

signs at most a [N/Bl tree nodes per block.1 By

Lemma 3.2, in the worst case, Q(N) edges of the tree

must be cut. If there are C cross-links in the net-

work part it ion, then some cross-link must accommo-

date f2(N/C’) cut edges of the tree, causing congestion

f2(N/C’). Observe that an upper bound on C yields a

lower bound on congestion.

The P–node two-dimensional grid can be parti-

tioned into 1? blocks with B@ cross links. Conse-

quently, the congestion is fl(N/@). For the P–node

butterfly C = O(P/ log F’); the congestion is f2( ~ 17 p ).

It is equally easy to obtain lower bounds on dilation.

For a partition of the network into blocks, define the

boundary of a block to be the set of processors incident

to cross–links. Furthermore, let nd be the number of

processors within distance d from the boundary. Now

observe that in any embedding with dilation d, every

1fj!iven ~ we ~hoo~e a suitable value for B so that e~h node of

the network can receive at most a smalI fraction of the tree nodes.
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tree node incident to a cut edge must lie within distance

d from a boundary node of some block. Since there

are Q(N) cut-edges in the worst case, the total number

of network nodes within distance d of boundary nodes

must be large enough to accommodate Q(N) tree nodes.

By removing the edges in every @/B-th column,

the P-node two-dimensional grid can be partitioned into

B blocks of equal size, so that nd = @(d@) for each

block. From the balance constraint each processor has

at most cr[iV/Pl tree nodes. In order to accommodate

Q(N) tree nodes, it follows that d = Q(a). Similarly,

by removing the edges at every O((log P)/B)-th level,

the P–node butterfly can be partitioned so that nd =

@(dP/ log P). It follows that, for the butterfly, d =

Q(log P).

THEOREM 3.1. For evey deterministic algorithm

A, and cr > 1, therv exists a growth sequence p of

length N (N sufficiently large) such that if the on-line

embedding ofp is terminally a–balanced then (1) on the

P-node, k-dimensional grid (constant k) the dilation is

!2(P1jk) and the congestion is Q(N/P1-lik), and (2’)

on the P–node butterfly the dilation is Q(log P) and the

congestion Q(+).

The bounds on dilation are tight since they match

the diameters of the respective networks. To achieve

the bounds on congestion a deterministic algorithm uses

a single global fetch-and-add register to distribute the

tree nodes to the mesh or butterfly in some fixed order.

The global register is implemented via a spanning tree

and contributes at most constant congestion. Further

details will be in the final paper.

4 Randomized Algorithms

4.1 n-way Balancing The key tool for our random-

ized algorithms is the n–way balancing transformation

[3] which evenly distributes a binary tree of size N into

a ring of n = log N processors. The n-way balancing

transformation works as follows. A tree node is distin-

guished if it is in level i s O mod n/3. For each distin-

guished node v we pick a random number S(v) between

O and n/3 – 1 inclusively as the stretch count. The trans-

formation inserts a single dummy node in each edge in

the subtree of height S(v) rooted at v. The resulting

tree after this transformation is denoted by B(T). De-

fine level set i to be the set of all tree nodes in a level

congruent to i modulo n. Let the processors of the ring

be PO, PI... p~– 1 in clockwise order. The algorithm em-
beds the tree nodes in level set i of B(T) into processor

Pi.

This transformation embeds every sufficiently large
binary tree into a ring evenly with high probability, and

with dilation two.

LEMMA 4.1. ([3]) With probability 1 – N-’, c >0,

the above log N-way balancing aigorithm dynamically

embeds evey N-node tree into the log N–node ring so

that O(N/ log N) tree nodes are mapped to any ring

node.

When the number of processors in the ring is less

than log N, we instead map a virtual log N–length

ring onto our smaller ring. In particular, with two

processors, the first half of the virtual ring is mapped

to one node and the second half to the other. Since

the dilation of the mapping on the virtual ring is two,

only the eight nodes of the virtual ring within distance

two of the breaks contribute to the cut edges. Since

these eight nodes contain at most O(N/ log N) nodes of

a binary tree, the number of cut edges is bounded by

O(N/log N).

When the number of processors in the ring exceeds

log N, we divide the ring into log N groups, each

containing an equal number of nodes. We use log N-

way balancing to assign tree nodes to groups, and

a deterministic strategy is used within each group.

For the length-L ring, the dilation is bounded by

O(L/ log N), while the congestion is O(N/ log N). The

bound on dilation is optimal; any mapping of the N-

node complete binary tree on the L–node ring requires

dilation Q(L/ log N). The congestion is a factor of log N

less than the worst-case lower bound for deterministic

on-line algorithms and mat ches the lower bound, shown

in Section 5, on the expected value of the congestion for

any randomized algorithms.

Suppose that we wish to equitably allocate the tree

nodes on–line among P processors, with the goal of

minimizing the total number of cut-edges. When P is

any fixed constant, the strategy mentioned above uses

O(N/ log N) cuts. However, when P is log N, each
of the N edges is cut. By modifying the log N-way

balancing technique slightly, we can reduce the total
number of cuts to O(N/ log # ). As we will see in the

next section, this bound is the best possible.

We modify the algorithm so that each node in every

~ log $–th level set of the transformed tree is mapped

to a processor chosen uniformly at random among the

P processors. Those nodes not in these level sets are

embedded into the processor where their parents are
embedded. Since only edges at every ~ log $–th level

are cut, the total number of cut edges is O(N/ log $).

Although we omit details in this abstract, we can

show that for P = O(N/ log N), the tree nodes are

equitably distributed among the P processors. For

larger values of P, the same bound is achievable, but

the algorithm becomes more complicated and requires
global information.

4.2 Two-dimensional szrids
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Any embedding of the N–node complete binary

tree in the P-node two-dimensional grid, with at most

/

O(N P) tree nodes per grid node, requires dilation

Q( P/log N), This follows from the fact that in

any such embedding, some pair of tree nodes must be

mapped distance Q(m) apart, while the distance in

the tree between the two nodes is O(log N). This lower

bound on dilation is tight for off-line embedding. In the

previous section we saw that every on-line deterministic

algorithm requires dilation Q(m) in the worst case. In
this section we present a randomized algorithm which

achieves the 0(~/ log N) bound.

We shall see in Section 5 that the expected value

of the congestion is Q(-). The randomized

algorithm presented here will meet this bound.

For convenience, we work with the 2D-torus instead

of the grid. Since the 2D-torus can be embedded

efficiently within the grid, our bounds for the torus are

tight, to within a constant factor, for the grid.

Our randomized algorithm for the torus extends the
previous algorithm for rings. We partition the P–node

torus into log2 N square blocks, each of size ~ by

~. The block in the row i and column j is denoted

by Bii. We use the log N–way balancing transformation

twice, independently for each dimension, to obtain two

trees T. and Te. The random stretch counts in two

trees are chosen independently. Every node that is in

level set i of T. and level set j of T, is mapped to Bij.

\Vithin a block the tree nodes are distributed evenly in

a deterministic manner.

THEOREM 4.1. With probability 1 – N-c, c > 0,

the above algorithm dynamically embeds every N-node

tree T in the @ x * grid so that each grid node

receives O(N/PJ tree nodes, and such that the dilation

is O(G) and ;he congestion is O(*).

Proof Sketch. Using Lemma 4.1 we first argue that

each column of blocks receives a total of O(N) tree

nodes with high probability. 1!Next, given t at each

column has O(+) nodes, we bound the probability

that the distribution in some column is uneven. In

particular, we show that, with probability 1- N-c,

c > 0, each block receives O(N/ log2 N) tree nodes.

With deterministic allocation within each block, each
grid node receives O(N/P) tree nodes. (As in the

deterministic algorithm sketched at the end of Section 3

the allocation within blocks will require the simulation

of a global register for each block.)

The image of a tree edge can traverse at most

3 blocks in each dimension, therefore the dilation is

bounded by 6A. The tree edges are mapped to

the shortest pa& in the network with at most one

turn. Denote the processor in row i and column j

by Pi,j. Without loss of generality, pick a horizontal
communication link 1 between Pi,j and Pi,j+l. From

the dilation bound, at least one end point of every tree

edge whose image traverses f must lie within the interval

‘i,j-3n/log N ‘hrough ‘i,j+3mJlog N” Since each grid

node has O(N/P) tree nodes and each tree node has at

most degree 3, the total number of tree edges that can

possibly go through 1 is bounded by O(*). ■

The technique for two-dimensional grids can be

easily extended to grids with multiple dimensions. In

particular, for P–node grids with a fixed number k of

dimensions, the bounds on dilation and congestion are

O(P1jk/ log N) and 0( ~,.,,fllog~) respectively.

5 Randomized Lower Bound

We again consider the two–processor model for our

lower bound. Let A be any probabilistic on-line algo-

rithm which is a-balanced, 1 ~ a < 2. For an N–node

tree the algorithm guarantees that there are at most

cYN/2 nodes in either processor. In what follows we

show how to construct an N–node binary tree TA such

that the expected number of cut edges created by d for

Td is at least (1 – a/2)2N/18 log N. As a consequence,

we can conclude that any balanced on-line tree embed-

ding algorithm can be expected to to make fl(N/ log N)

cuts on the worst-case tree.

THEOREM 5.1. For evey algorithm A, and CY>1,

there exists a growth sequence p of length N such that

if the on–line embedding of p is terminally a–balanced

then the expected number of cut edges is Cl(N/ log N),

Proof. The worst-case tree consists of a sequence

of complete binary trees that are grown as follows. We

start with the depth–1 complete binary tree with 3

nodes. Let ffi be the random variable denoting the

fraction of edges in the ith level that are cut edges

and r = $(1 – cY/2). If JY(al) ~ r/log N, then we

grow the tree one more level, to form the depth-2

complete binary tree with 7 nodes. On the other hand, if

E(al) > r/ log N, then we start a new complete binary

tree at the rightmost leaf of the current complete binary

tree. See figure 1 for an example.

h general we COIIthUe &’OWhIg ~A using the same
rule. If E(cY~) < r/ log N, then we grow 7A by attaching

two leaves to every level-i node. If E(~i) > r/ log N,

then we grow TA by attaching two leaves to just the

rightmost level–z’ node. In other words, we extend the

current binary subtree by one level in the former case,

and we start a new binary subtree in the latter case. The

procedure stops when we have grown N nodes. Figure 2

illustrates one possible choice for a 32–node tree. Note

that every level (except possibly the last) contains 2’
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‘A)/),
Figure 1: Tree growth examples

nodes, where a ~ O.

Figure 2: A 32-node example

For tile purposes of our discussion, it is useful to

consider 7A as a collection of complete binary subtrees

{Z’i}. In particular, we define fi to be the ith maximal

complete binary subtree formed during the construction

of 7A. We denote the last subtree formed as Tm. The

last level of Tm may be partially empty. We also define

ni to be the number of nodes in T2, less the rightmost

leaf for i < m since this node forms the root of the next

tree.

Let C be the random variable denoting the number

of cut edges created by d on 7A. In what follows we

show that E(C) ~ (1 – a/2)2N/18 log N when N = 2“.

The proof is divided into two cases, depending on the

value of ~~=~ 1 n~.

Case 1. ~~~1 ni ~ rN where r = ~(1 – a/2).

Let ~i be the random variable denoting the number
of cut edges in the last level of Ti, 1 < i < m — 1.

The last level of T~ has ~n~ edges and expected fraction

of cut edges greater than r/log N, therefore E(x~) z

~nir/ log N. Hence,

m-l

i=l

m-l .

> ~ $n;r/log N

i=l

—— ~rN(r/ log N)

= (1 - a/2)2 N/1810g N.

Case 2. ~~~1 n~ < rN.

Since ~~=~ 1 n~ < (1 – a/2)N/3, we know that

nm > N–(1–a/2)N/3 = (4+a)N/6, and the number of

levels in T~ is log N – 1. Let Uj be the random variable

denoting the fraction of cut edges at level j of Tm for
1< j s log N – 2. By assumption, E(crj) < r/logN.

AIso, let sj be the random variable denoting the number

of nodes on level j that remain connected to the root

of Tm if all the cut edges are cut. Then, so = 1 and

Sj ~ 2Sj-~ — uj 2j for 1 < j ~ log N – 2. Solving the

recurrence for Sj, we find that sj ~ 2j (1 – ~~=1 ai) for

l~j~log N–2.

Since r < 1/6, Tm is a complete binary tree with

at most l/6N nodes not in the last level. Therefore

slog N–1 > %ogN-2 – Y – rN, where Y is the random

variable denoting the number of cut edges on the last

level of Tm. Let R be the random variable denoting the

number of nodes in Tm that are still connected to the

root of Tm when all the cut edges are cut.

log N-1

R> X ‘j
j =0

log N-2 log N-2

> ( ~ ZJ(l– ~ %))+ slog N-1

j=lJ i=l

log N–2 log N-2

> ( ~ Zj(l – ~ Ui))+h.gN-2 –Y – rN
j=O i= 1

log N-1 log N-2

> ( ~ 2j(l - ‘~ mi))-Y-rN

j=O i= 1

log N–2

= (N-1)(1- ‘~ ai)-Y-rN
i=l

Since the largest component of TA can have size at

most aN/2 once the cut edges have been removed, we

know that R s aN/2. Thus we have that

j=l
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By definition, C ~ Y, and, therefore

E(C) > E(Y)

> (N - 1)(1 – (log N – 2)r/log N)

–rN – aN/2

= (1 -r+ 2r/log N)(N - 1) -TN - aN/2

~ (l–r– T–ct/2)N-l

= 1/3(1 – a/2)N – 1.

This concludes the proof that d is expected to

create at least (1 — a/2)2N/18 log N cut edges when

embedding 7A on-line among two processors.

Remark. The preceding result can be generalized

to show that any on-line algorithm for partitioning an

N–node binary tree into components of size at most
N/P is expected to create at least Q(N/ log # ) cut

edges for the worst–case tree. The proof is nearly

identical to that given above, except that we use a

threshold of ~( 1/ log #) instead of 0(1/ log N) when

deciding whether or not to start a new complete binary
tree at each level of 7A. In addition, we only need to
worry about the top log # levels of Tm in the analysis

for case 2. As we showed earlier in the paper, this bound

is tight, up to constant factors, for all P, 2 s P < N/2.

6 Conclusion

The execution of divide-and-conquer type algorithms on

multicomputers requires a simple strategy for distribut-

ing the subprocesses as they are created. Ideally the

distribution would give a balanced load and not require

large communicant ion overhead. We have shown that

on grid and butterfly networks the worst-case dilation

of any deterministic balanced algorithm is as large as

the diameter of these networks. In the final version we

will show that the same is true for the shuffle-exchange

network as well.

Allowing randomization yields some improvement.

Both the dilation and the congestion can be improved
by a factor of log N. As shown in [3] this reduces

the dilation for the butterfly to a constant. We have

also shown that the dilation and expected worst-case

congest ion for meshes cannot be improved by more than
a logarithmic factor.

These large overheads for grids leads to the question

of whether there are algorithms with better performance

for the kinds of trees that arise in practice.
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